Inventory of the Archives at Whitehall, 1347-1589

On the front cover, in contemporary hand: Inventory of papers at Whitehall.

1. ff. 1r-2r Old things. Documents dated or datable 1347-1504. f. 2v blank

2. ff. 3r-84v Chronological inventory, from the reign of Henry VIII to the reign of Elizabeth, subdivided as follows:
   ff. 3r-28v Tempus regis Henrici octavi. f. 3r: Documents 1509-1522; ff. 4r-28v: Years 1521-1546.
   ff. 29r-36v Tempus regis Edwardi sexti. Years 1546-1552.
   ff. 37r-43v Tempus reginae Marie. Years 1553-1558.
   ff. 44r-84v Anno reginae Elizabeth 58. Years 1558-1589.

3. f. 85r A note of papers of which were disordered and not in the first register at Whitehall, now reduced into the order of those years followinge. Years 1544-1589. Documents numbered 1-52.

4. f. 85v Stray documents, mostly undated.

5. f. 86r Papers of serverall years, beginninge anno 1559. Documents numbered 53-63, up to the year 1569. At the end: Finis.

Albert Derolez